DEMYSTIFYING TOP 5
CLOUD MIGRATION MYTHS

1
ON-PREMISE INFRASTRUCTURE IS
MORE SECURE THAN CLOUD
REALITY
In an on-premise IT infrastructure, security is predominantly
focused on protection against external threats. However, in the
cloud, protection is more holistic as it can be updated, audited,
and secured in a more complete way than was possible with
the physical nature of the pre-cloud environment.

2
MIGRATION IS A LENGTHY AND
ARDUOUS PROCESS
REALITY
Well, this cannot be entirely a myth. Of course, migrating from
one system to the other requires much time and effort.
However, once the migration is done an organization can reap
many benefits, such as data storage, computing, and analytics.
Aside from these, a variety of business benefits including faster
deployment, better mobility and easier collaboration for the
workforce, better data security, and less complexity in
infrastructure can be found with a cloud platform.

3
CLOUD MIGRATION CAUSES BUSINESS
DOWNTIME
REALITY
With careful planning and the skills of an experienced cloud
migration specialist, you can fully embrace the cloud even for
your critical business applications where downtime is not an
option.

4
CLOUD MIGRATION IS ONLY FOR LARGE
ORGANIZATIONS
REALITY
Having your business on the cloud can help you access your IT
services from any part of the world using any device. This can
add benefit to your organization by improving organization and
flexibility, irrespective of business size.

5
CLOUD MIGRATION MIGHT RESULT IN
VENDOR LOCK-IN
REALITY
There are several ways to avoid vendor lock-in and get the
most from your cloud investment before selecting any cloud
service provider, such as: determine your goals, understand the
capabilities of the cloud vendor in question, and see if they are
a good match. Also, ensure to loosely couple your applications,
so you can enjoy better interoperability.
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